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Question 1: Roll-up of 1D Vortex Line
Given N point vortices in 2D, the total vorticity field can be expressed as

ω(x) = ω(x)êz =
N∑

n=1

Γnδ(x− xn)êz, (1)

where Γn and xn are the strength and location of point vortex n.

We are interested in finding the velocity u = uêx + vêy ≡ ∇ × Ψ induced by this vorticity
field, where Ψ = Ψêz. We can find the streamfunction Ψ from the vorticity field ω by solving
a Poisson equation:

∇2Ψ = −ω. (2)

Using the Green’s function solution for the Poisson equation, we can write down an explicit
expression for Ψ in integral form. Taking the curl of Ψ yields the velocity vector u.

We replace our two-dimensional vectors by complex numbers. A spatial coordinate vector x =
xêx + yêy is represented by a single complex number Z ≡ x + iy, where i2 = −1. In this
formulation, the real part of Z corresponds to the x-coordinate and the imaginary part of Z to
the y-coordinate. Similarly, we replace the vector u with a complex formulation V (Z) ≡ u− iv
(note the minus!). The induced velocity field can then be expressed as

V (Z) = − i

2π

N∑
n=1

Γn

Z − Zn

. (3)

At the location of a point vortex, the velocity is eventually obtained as

V (Zj) = − i

2π

N∑
n=1;n6=j

Γn

Zj − Zn

. (4)

We can thus evolve the vortex particles in time by integrating the evolution equation

dZj

dt
= V̄ (Zj), (5)

where V̄ denotes the conjugate of V .
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a) Consider two vortices with circulations Γ1 and Γ2, initially located on the x−axis (i.e.,
y1 = y2 = 0) at

Z1(t = 0) = ∆/2, (6)
Z2(t = 0) = −∆/2. (7)

Calculate the velocities of the two particles as a function of time for Γ1 = Γ2 = Γ. Describe
the movement of the particles.
The vortices are subject to their self-induced velocity fields following Equation 5, where the
velocities are computed from Equation 4:

V (Z1(t)) = − i

2π

Γ2

Z1(t)− Z2(t)
, (8)

V (Z2(t)) = − i

2π

Γ1

Z2(t)− Z1(t)
. (9)

Substituting Γ1 = Γ2 = Γ into the velocity definitions we get

V (Z1(t)) = − i

2π

Γ

Z1(t)− Z2(t)
, (10)

V (Z2(t)) = − i

2π

Γ

Z2(t)− Z1(t)
= −V (Z1(t)). (11)

In Cartesian form, this translates to

u1(x1, t) = − Γ

2π

y1 − y2
‖x1 − x2‖2

, (12)

v1(x1, t) =
Γ

2π

x1 − x2
‖x1 − x2‖2

, (13)

u2(x2, t) = − Γ

2π

y2 − y1
‖x1 − x2‖2

, (14)

v2(x2, t) =
Γ

2π

x2 − x1
‖x1 − x2‖2

. (15)

(16)

The distance ‖x1 − x2‖ = ∆ between the particles remains constant during the movement
of the particles as the velocity field induced by a single vortex particle is circumferential and
has no component pointing toward or way from the particle. If we introduce the angle of
vortex 1 relative to the position of vortex 2 as tan θ = (y1 − y2)/(x1 − x2), we get

u1(t) = − Γ

2π∆
sin(θ), (17)

v1(t) =
Γ

2π∆
cos(θ). (18)

Since V (Z2(t)) = −V (Z1(t)), this means that the vortices move with a constant and equal
azimuthal velocity Γ/(2π∆) counter-clockwise on a circle with radius ∆/2.
How does their behavior change if Γ1 = −Γ2 = Γ is assumed instead?
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Figure 1: Wake of an airplane visualized by condensation behind the engines. The vortical
structures emanate from the loading on the wings.

Substituting Γ1 = −Γ2 = Γ into the velocity definitions given in Equations (8) and (9), we
obtain

V (Z1(t)) = − i

2π

Γ

Z1(t)− Z2(t)
, (19)

V (Z2(t)) =
i

2π

Γ

Z2(t)− Z1(t)
= V (Z1(t)). (20)

Both particles have the same constant velocity v1(t) = v2(t) = Γ/(2π∆) and simply move
in negative y-direction.

To examine the evolution of the wake of an airplane (see Figure 1) for one cross-section, a
simplified model based on an evolving vortex line is considered.

In this approach, N particles are uniformly distributed on a straight horizontal line of length
L = 1 located at y = 0 and starting from x = −0.5, i.e.,

xpj = −0.5 + (j + 0.5)h j = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, (21)

where h = 1/N denotes the initial distance between the particles. The initial circulation is given
as:

Γ(xp) = γ(xp)h, (22)

where

γ(x) = − d

dx

[
Γs

√
1−

( x

0.5

)2]
(23)

and Γs = 1. This distribution leads to a rolling up of the particles starting from both ends of
the vortex line.

A parallel N-body solver should be written to simulate the evolution of the vortex line in time.

b) Set up the framework for a parallelization based on MPI in the provided skeleton code. See
TODOs 10.b therein. Distribute the particles such that each process p has M = N/P
particles, where P is the number of processes. Complete the included Makefile.
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process p
0 1 · · · P-2 P-1

pass q

0 V0 V1 · · · VP−2 VP−1

1 VP−1 V0 · · · VP−3 VP−2
...

...
...

...
...

...
P-2 V2 V3 · · · V0 V1

P-1 V1 V2 · · · VP−1 V0

Table 1: Multi-pass approach for N-body problem applied to particle vortex method.

c) Initialize the particle field based on equations (4) and (21) and compute the total circulation

Γtot =
N−1∑
n=0

Γn. (24)

See TODO 10.c in the provided skeleton code.

d) Implement a forward Euler scheme to advance the particles in time. See TODO 10.d in the
provided skeleton code.

e) When using multiple processes, the computation of the interactions of each particle with
position Zpi can be expressed as:

V (Zpi) = − i

2π

N−1∑
n=0;Zpi 6=Zn

Γn

Zpi − Zn

= − i

2π

P−1∑
q=0

(q+1)M−1∑
n=qM ;Zpi 6=Zn

Γn

Zpi − Zn

= − i

2π

P−1∑
q=0

Vq(Zpi),

(25)

where

Vq(Zpi) =

(q+1)M−1∑
n=qM ;Zpi 6=Zn

Γn

Zpi − Zn

. (26)

Realize equation (25) via a multi-pass approach. See TODOs 10.e in the provided skeleton
code. In each step or pass q, the processes first exchange particles. As illustrated in Table 1,
each process p receives particles from one rank and sends particles to another rank. Then,
each process p computes the internal sum Vq(Zpi) based on the particles received in the
current pass q.

f) Implement output routines that write the position, velocity and circulation of all particles
to a file. Distinguish two different output routines: (i) only one process writes all data to
a file and (ii) all processes write their data to a common file using MPI I/O. See TODOs
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10.f in the provided skeleton code. Run your vortex code using 10 000 particles and show a
plot of the particle positions at times t = 0.5, t = 1.0 and t = 2.0, or, alternatively, create
a small animation. Use time-step length δt = 10−3 to integrate Equation (5).
The completed code is contained in the corresponding solution folder. Figure 2 shows the
rolling up of the vortex line at times t = 0.5, t = 1.0 and t = 2.0.
Remark: The singular nature of our point vortices, the limited floating point accuracy and
the low-order time stepping cause small perturbations that result in a clustering of particles
and eventually the break of symmetry. Several remedies for this problem have been proposed
in literature, for instance, regularizing the particle kernel from a Dirac delta function to some
smooth function such as a Gaussian.

g) Report on weak and strong scaling.
Figure 3 displays strong scaling and weak efficiency for the implementation given in the
solutions. For weak scaling, the work load per process has to be kept constant. With
respect to the N-body problem at hand, this means that the number of interactions has to
linearly increase with an increasing number of processes and not the number of particles N
itself. As every particle influences every other particle, the number of interactions amounts
to N2 for an N -particle-system. Based on the preceding considerations, the amount of work
per process thus remains constant for PN2 interactions. Calculating back, the total number
of particles depending on the number of processes is obtained as

√
PN for the weak scaling

study.
Both diagrams show perfect behavior for cases using N = 104 and N = 105 particles. In the
first case, 100 samples per point have been measured, while 10 samples are considered in
the 2nd one. On the one hand, this behavior can be traced back to the low communication
costs, which are negligible compared to the computation (< 0.2%). On the other hand,
the problem is small and fits into the caches (even with 100000 particles). Therefore,
the effective bandwidth is high enough such that the problem is computationally bounded.
The scaling was performed on a single cluster node. Running the code on multiple nodes
increases substantially the communication costs as the network bandwidth is much lower
than the one of the main memory.
Remark: This implementation might be considered as an ideal one from a computational
performance point of view. However, the approach considered in this exercise is inefficient
and expensive from a mathematical point of view. Algorithmic improvements can lead to
better time-to-solution (which is actually the objective of performance optimizations), even
for worse scaling behaviors.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the vortex line visualized at (from top to bottom) times t = 0.5,
t = 1.0 and t = 2.0.
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Figure 3: Strong scaling (top) and weak efficiency (bottom).
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